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SUMMARY 

Objectives: To improve the recording of diagnostic discharge data, pediatricians 

encoded diagnostic information as part of discharge letter writing supported by a 

pediatric list of ICD-9-CM-based codes. We evaluated the effect of this new policy 

on level of detail and number of recorded diagnoses.  

Methods: We compared proportions of specific principal diagnoses and numbers 

of secondary diagnoses of the four years before with the eight years after 

introduction. 

Results: Immediately after introduction, half of the diagnoses for which both 

generic and specific codes existed, was coded specific. In later years this 

proportion remained stable at 0.35 (p < 0.05). Diagnoses that fall under the 

pediatrician’s own subspecialty had more often a specific code than diagnoses that 

do not. The mean number of secondary diagnoses per admission increased from 0.7 

before introduction to 1.4 in the third year after introduction (p < 0.05) but 

gradually fell back to 0.7. This increase and decrease was mainly due to diagnoses 

that did not fall under the pediatrician’s own subspecialty. The extra codes in 

individual discharge summaries had added informational value.       

Conclusions: Discharge letter-linked encoding by pediatricians supported by a 

pediatric list of diseases, leads initially to increased detail and number of diagnoses 

with added informational value. When attention diminishes, especially the level of 

detail and number of secondary diagnoses that do not fall under one’s own 

subspecialty decrease. The level of detail of principal diagnoses remains stable 

because of the advantage for pediatricians of having specific diagnostic codes 

falling under their own subspecialty.  

Keywords: Pediatrics; Physicians; Medical Record Administrators; International 

Classification of Diseases; Registries  
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5.1 I%TRODUCTIO% 

Diagnostic coding and medical practice assessment 

In most Western countries, electronic diagnosis registration in hospitals is usually 

carried out by a medical record coder after discharge of the patient 
(1)
. He or she 

encodes diagnostic information using ICD-9-CM 
(2)
 or ICD-10 

(3)
. The codes are 

recorded for statistical, policy or reimbursement reasons but also for 

epidemiological and clinical research and medical practice assessment 
(1)
. For these 

purposes relevant electronic patient data should be available and reliable 
(4-8)

. 

However, incorrect and incomplete diagnostic discharge data are still a clearly 

recognized problem 
(9)
.  

With respect to medical practice assessment, also the level of detail of the recorded 

diagnoses has an impact on the usability of these data. For example, the type and 

duration of antimicrobial therapy in case of bacterial meningitis depend on the type 

of bacterial pathogen 
(10)

. Also prognosis in terms of mortality or neurological and 

hearing sequelae and length of stay differ per bacterial pathogen 
(11)

. For medical 

practice assessment, process measures as choice of therapy and outcome measures 

as complications, mortality and length of stay are important indicators 
(12)

. 

Diagnostic coding should therefore take into account details necessary for the 

proper application of these indicators. This is especially true for the coding of the 

principal diagnosis of an admission. 

The number and kind of recorded secondary diagnoses per admission are also 

important for medical practice assessment. A distinction should be made between 

comorbidities and complications 
(13)

. Comorbidities may explain additional therapy 

or may influence outcomes and should therefore be taken into account when 

interpreting indicators for quality of care 
(14)

. Complications may form outcome 

indicators themselves 
(15)

. 

An international consortium addressed new and ongoing challenges associated with 

using administrative data in health services research 
(1)
. They identified 

‘interventional studies to enhance coding quality’ as one of the potential areas of 

research in this field.  

In this paper we present a long time pre-post study to determine the long term 

effects of a system intervention concerning the level of detail of principal 

diagnoses and the number and kind of secondary diagnoses. 
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Problem case 

Because they are responsible for quality of care, pediatricians at the Academic 

Medical Centre (AMC), The Netherlands, wanted to assess their medical care. Part 

of the necessary information could be determined from the discharge registry. 

However, the pediatricians doubted whether the diagnostic discharge data 

adequately reflected the patients’ conditions. This doubt was initially based on their 

experience with the registration process and was later empirically confirmed in a 

study where the pediatricians defined performance indicators. We used these 

indicators to evaluate the availability and usability of the required electronic patient 

data 
(12)

. 

The coding procedure was form-based. After discharge of a patient, a junior 

physician had to complete a paper discharge form with information in free text 

about, among others, reason for admission, principal diagnosis, secondary 

diagnoses and complications. This diagnostic information was encoded and 

recorded in the hospital information system (HIS) by a medical record coder. For 

encoding the AMC Diagnosis Codes (ADC), a local extension of the ICD-9-CM, 

was used. In the ADC, six digits are available for a diagnostic code; depending on 

the length of the original ICD-9-CM code, one, two, or three digits are available for 

local extensions.  

However, the discharge form was often rudimentarily completed by the 

pediatricians due to low priority. Only in a few cases the medical record coder had 

the disposal of the discharge letter to verify, and if necessary revise and complete, 

the diagnostic information on the discharge form. At that time the discharge letter 

was not always written, was often written long after discharge and was not 

available in the HIS. Further, since the medical coder does not know the patient, he 

or she may be unaware of additional diagnostic facts that might have influenced the 

selection of appropriate codes. The pediatricians also felt that the ADC lacked 

clinical detail for their domain. They thought that diagnoses should be coded at the 

level of detail needed in daily practice to form the framework within which the care 

provided can be assessed in a valid way. 

Intervention 

To improve data quality, the pediatricians decided that diagnoses should be coded 

by themselves and that diagnosis registration should be integrated in their daily 
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medical practice. They also wanted to extend the ADC with more clinical details. 

Measures taken were 
(16)

: 

A. Completing the discharge form with free text was replaced by completing a 

section on the discharge letter with predefined text and corresponding codes. A 

discharge letter always has to be sent to the general practitioner who plays a 

pivotal role in the Dutch health care system. Therefore, the discharge letter 

contains –next to the above mentioned section- a detailed and structured overview 

of the admission; 

B. Instead of the medical record coder, pediatricians themselves encode the 

diagnoses. Junior pediatricians encode under the supervision of senior 

pediatricians; 

C. In order to support the pediatricians, a portable booklet was developed with a list 

of alphabetically ordered pediatric diseases with their codes. The list was 

developed with the help of the pediatricians. A set of 1,700 ICD-9-CM codes used 

at the pediatric department of another university hospital from 1978 to 1992 was 

taken as starting point. Based on their knowledge of the characteristics of their 

own patient population, pediatricians created a list consisting of diseases selected 

from this set and added other diseases that were relevant to them. The added 

diseases could be existing diseases from the ADC, or new, more specific ones. The 

specific codes in the list that were not present in the ADC yet, were added to the 

ADC. The booklet therefore represented a subset of the ADC. It contained 1560 

diseases, including 468 new, more specific diseases; 

D. The medical record coder was decentralized to the Pediatric Department to bring 

in coding expertise by supporting, evaluating, correcting and completing the 

pediatricians’ coding and giving feedback; 

E. The new procedure was introduced with full commitment of the head of the 

department during two staff meetings. In addition, written instructions about how 

to complete the diagnosis heading were incorporated in the diagnosis booklet. 

These instructions consisted of definitions of the several types of diagnoses and 

were in line with ICD-9-CM coding rules. The instructions stressed the importance 

of coding as detailed as possible and the use of the booklet as the preference list 

for coding.  

After implementation, most of the times a junior physician dictates a discharge 

letter and selects appropriate diseases with codes from the booklet. If the junior 

physician cannot find an appropriate disease in the booklet, he or she enters the 

diagnosis in free text. Next, a secretary types the letter with diseases and codes 
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(when present) in the intended section. Subsequently, a senior pediatrician checks 

the letter, including the diagnosis section. Then, the medical record coder checks 

the correctness, completeness and level of detail of the selected diagnoses. If 

applicable, she encodes the free text descriptions; first she consults the booklet, but 

if it does not contain an appropriate code, she will use the ADC. If letter and 

section have been agreed upon, the countersigned letter is sent to the general 

practitioner. The electronic version is placed on the hospital information system 

(HIS). The codes are entered in the HIS by the medical record coder. 

It is estimated that the new procedure on average required two minutes extra time 

for the pediatrician per discharge. Due to the shift in work the medical record coder 

will not need extra time. 

We have investigated the effect of this new procedure on data quality in terms of 

completeness and correctness of the diagnostic codes stored in the HIS 
(17)

. We did 

a medical chart review in the year before and after the implementation. 

Completeness was measured as the proportion of all relevant diagnoses in the 

medical chart that was actually coded. Correctness was measured as the proportion 

of coded diagnoses that was documented in the medical chart. For the principal 

diagnoses, completeness of the old and new registration was 0.62 and 0.67 

respectively and correctness at the 3-(and 6-)digit level of ICD-9-CM was 0.68 

(0.65) and 0.72 (0.60) respectively. However, the results of the new discharge 

letter-linked registration were not statistically different from the old form-based 

registration, but in line with internationally reported data quality 
(18, 19)

. In the old 

situation the correctness of the 3-digit level coding was only 0.03 larger than that 

of the 6-digit level. In the new situation this difference was 0.12. This larger 

difference was due to the fact that in the new situation many more specific codes 

were used. Since the correctness was determined using the blinded re-abstraction of 

the medical charts by a colleague senior pediatrician as the gold standard, this 

determination of correctness resembles the determination of the inter-rater 

reliability. Since the correctness decreased at the 6-digit level we assume that also 

the inter-rater reliability at the 6-digit level was somewhat lower than at the 3-digit 

level. 

The completeness of secondary diagnoses was in the year after implementation 

0.45 and statistically not better than the year before. It may be that the intervention 

only leads to an increase in completeness after a longer period of time. Therefore 

we were interested in the long term effects.    
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Objectives 

We tested the hypotheses that, due to the new procedure:  

1. The specific diagnoses will substitute their ‘parents’, and thus more 

generic, diagnoses, since:  

o the extension of the classification with more specific codes was the 

express wish of pediatricians; 

o specific codes were listed in the booklet which became the 

preference list for encoding; 

2. The number of recorded diagnoses will increase, since: 

o more diagnostic information is available because of the 

pediatricians’ contribution and the better availability of the 

discharge letter for verification and correction by the medical 

record coder; 

o completeness was rather low; 

3. The effect will be permanent, since: 

o the registration is integrated with the communication and care 

process; 

o a correcting and feedback function of the medical record coder is 

part of the procedure, so a continuous learning process will 

develop; 

o the diagnostic data will be used for regular assessment of pediatric 

care; therefore high quality data is a prerequisite.  

5.2 METHODS 

5.2.1 Setting, Study Design and Materials 

The study was performed at the pediatric department of the Academic Medical 

Center (AMC) in Amsterdam. This department has 155 beds. The AMC is a 

tertiary teaching and university hospital.  

A time series study was performed covering twelve consecutive years. In the first 

four years (1991-1994), the common form-based encoding by the medical record 

coder was in use and in the last eight years (1995-2002), the discharge letter-linked 

encoding by pediatricians. During these years there were no legislation changes in 
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The Netherlands that could bias the data, e.g. increased coding due to monetary 

incentives. After 2002, the announced and meanwhile introduced prospective 

payment system with its own registration procedures led to uncertainty and a 

temporarily lower priority for registration of discharge data. Only in recent years 

discharge data are becoming more important again. 

We limited the study to admissions for which the participating subspecialties were 

solely responsible. Participating subspecialties were: general pediatrics, pediatric 

cardiology, endocrinology, gastroenterology, hematology, metabolism, nephrology, 

oncology and pulmonology. Pediatric oncology was excluded since this 

subspecialty wrote a discharge letter only after an episode of care and not after 

each admission. Moreover, in 1995 pediatric oncology was faced with two other 

measures that influenced their diagnosis registration: 1) in case of chemotherapy a 

combination of neoplasm and procedure code had to be used, instead of code 

V58.1 alone, and 2) besides the neoplasm code also a morphology code had to be 

added. 

We further limited the study mainly to long stay admissions. A long stay admission 

is an admission that normally needs at least one overnight stay. A daycare 

admission is an admission for an intervention that needs nursing care for some 

hours, but no overnight stay. Long stay and daycare admission belong both to 

inpatient care. For daycare admissions the form-based registration remained in use. 

However, since the pediatric booklet was also used for daycare admissions, these 

admissions were used to evaluate the effect on the recording of principal diagnoses 

of using the booklet alone. Long stay and daycare both require one and only one 

principal diagnosis and are thus comparable in this sense. The number of secondary 

diagnoses recorded for long stay patients differs substantially from the number of 

secondary diagnoses for daycare patients; secondary diagnoses are hardly recorded 

for daycare and we therefore did not determine the effect of the booklet in this 

case. 

In order to determine whether the baseline characteristics of the admissions were 

comparable over the years, for each long stay admission we collected information 

about the length of stay, responsible subspecialty and the ICD-9-CM chapter 

corresponding  to the recorded principal diagnosis.  

We retrieved the retrospective data from the hospital information system. 
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5.2.2 Main outcome measures 

To test the hypotheses we analyzed the data as follows: 

For hypothesis 1, we limited our analysis to principal diagnoses. Since the number 

of principal diagnoses per admission is always exactly one, it is possible to 

determine the degree of‘ replacement’ of generic codes by specific codes. We 

computed for each year the “proportion of specific codes” as: 

{� recorded specific codesp} / 

{(� recorded specific codesp) + (� recorded generic codesp that have specific codes)} 

where � stands for “number of” and codesp for “codes of principal diagnoses”. 

“Specific codes” are defined here as “locally extended codes”. “Generic codes” are 

defined as “ICD-9-CM codes”. In the determination of this proportion, generic codes for 

which no specific codes exist were excluded. 

For hypothesis 2, we limited our analysis to secondary diagnoses, since the number 

of secondary diagnoses per admission can vary (from 0 to 20). We computed for 

each year the “mean number of codes per admission” as: 

{� recorded codess} / {� admissions} 

where � stands for “number of” and codess for “codes of secondary diagnoses”. 

For hypothesis 3, we compared the above defined proportions and means of 

subsequent years after introduction.  

5.2.3 Data analysis 

We computed the mean length of stay per quarter and did a time series analysis 

with seasonal decomposition and subsequently a linear regression analysis. For 

detecting differences in proportions of specific principal diagnoses in subsequent 

years, we used the Pearson Chi-Square test and subsequently the Marascuilo 

procedure to compare the proportions pairwise with an overall level of significance 

of 0.05. For detecting differences in the mean number of secondary diagnoses per 

admission in subsequent years we used the One-Way ANOVA test with Tukey's 

honestly significant difference test as post hoc test for pairwise multiple 

comparisons with an overall level of significance of 0.05. We used SPSS® 14.0 to 

analyze the data. The Marascuilo procedure was calculated by hand. 
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We additionally investigated whether the subspecialties tend to encode principal 

diagnoses that fall under their domain in a more specific way than diagnoses that 

do not. In Table 1, the coding scheme for this analysis is shown. Further we 

investigated whether serious secondary diagnoses with a high impact on outcome 

of care –predictive comorbidities- were more often coded after the introduction of 

the new procedure. In total 27 diagnosis groups were identified as highly predictive 

of death within 1 year of hospital discharge for children between 1 and 14 years of 

age 
(20)

. For these diagnosis groups we determined the mean number of secondary 

diagnostic codes -not qualified as complications- per year. We subdivided both 

secondary diagnoses and predictive comorbidities into subspecialty and non-

subspecialty diagnoses according to the coding scheme in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Coding scheme used to determine the subspecialty related diagnoses. 

Subspecialty Subspecialty related diagnoses originates from ICD-9-CM Chapter* 

pediatric cardiology 7: Diseases of Circulatory System; 14: Congenital Anomalies 

pediatric endocrinology 3: Endocrine, Nutritional, and Metabolic Diseases and Immunity Disorders 

pediatric gastroenterology 9: Diseases of Digestive System 

pediatric hematology 4: Diseases of Blood and Blood Forming Organs 

general pediatrics 1: Infectious and Parasitic Diseases; 8: Diseases of Respiratory System; 16: 

Signs, Symptoms and Ill-Defined Conditions; 17: Injury and Poisoning  

pediatric metabolism 3: Endocrine, Nutritional, and Metabolic Diseases and Immunity Disorders 

pediatric nephrology 10: Diseases of Genitourinary System 

pediatric pulmonology 8: Diseases of Respiratory System 

* Diagnoses in other ICD-9-CM Chapters are considered to be not-subspecialty related  

5.3 RESULTS  

Table 2 shows baseline characteristics of the admissions. The number of 

admissions was of the same magnitude over the years. Analysis of the mean length 

of stay showed a stable seasonal influence over the years, and a decreasing trend (p 

< 0.01). Analysis of the distribution of responsible subspecialties and chapters of 

ICD-9-CM where the principal diagnoses originated from showed a notable 

decrease in the proportion of admissions falling under the responsibility of general 

pediatrics and also a decrease in the proportion of admissions concerning a 

respiratory disease.  
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Table 2: Baseline characteristics of the long stay admissions during the study years.  

Year 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

%umber of 

Admissions 
1250 1288 1217 1243 1328 1387 1431 1451 1369 1355 1321 1202 

Mean LOS* 

(Std. Dev) 

7.79 

(11.97 

7.51 

(11.11) 

7.29 

(11.48) 

6.70 

(11.46) 

6.62 

(10.38) 

6.99 

(13.28) 

6.61 

(11.01) 

6.11 

(8.67) 

6.27 

(10.83) 

6.10 

(10.74) 

5.80 

(9.25) 

6.00 

(10.20) 

Prop Adm. 

under Gen 

Ped’s** 

0.72 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.57 0.58 0.57 0.59 0.54 0.54 0.51 0.44 

Prop Adm. 

with Resp 

Princ Dx*** 

0.20 0.22 0.24 0.20 0.19 0.21 0.17 0.18 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.14 

* LOS : Length of stay in day’s 

** Proportion admissions under responsibility of General Pediatrics 

*** Proportion admissions with principal diagnoses part of  ICD-9-CM Chapter 8 “Diseases of Respiratory System” 

 

Figure 1 shows the use of specific codes for principal diagnoses. In case of long 

stay, immediately after the introduction of the new policy, half of the diagnoses for 

which both generic and specific codes existed, was coded specific (proportion 

0.486). Compared to 1994 (prop. 0.030) there was a significant increase in all later 

years, but also a significant decrease in 1997 (prop. 0.380) compared to 1996 

(prop. 0.477) (overall p < .05). This decrease is largely caused by a substantial 

decrease of specific coding of non-subspecialty diagnoses. For daycare, a moderate 

increase is seen. Compared to 1994 (prop. 0.004) there was a significant increase in 

the proportion of specific codes in all later years, and also a significant increase in 

1999 (prop. 0.154) compared to 1998 (prop. 0.073) (overall p < .05). 
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Figure 1: Proportion of recorded specific principal diagnoses (as defined in the section on 

“main outcome measures”) for long stay and daycare. * Long stay diagnoses are also 

subdivided into subspecialty and non-subspecialty diagnoses according to schema in Table 

1. * The proportion of specific principal diagnoses in the recorded long stay diagnoses is 

the weighted average of the proportions for subspecialty and non-subspecialty long stay 

diagnoses.    

 

Figure 2 shows that generic codes having specific codes in the pediatric booklet 

were less used after implementation of the new procedure, and that the use of 

specific codes listed in the booklet increased. Also longer existing specific codes 

(in the ADC) not listed in the booklet were used after the implementation, although 

they were not used before introduction of the booklet. Figure 3 shows that generic 

subspecialty codes decreased and specific subspecialty diagnoses  increased after 

the intervention, which was much less the case for generic and specific non-

subspecialty diagnoses after the intervention.     
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Figure 2: Percentage of recorded specific and generic principal diagnoses per year for long 

stay, subdivided into specific codes listed or not listed in the booklet and generic codes with 

or without specific codes. 

 

 

Figure 3: Percentage of recorded principal diagnoses per year for long stay, subdivided into 

generic and specific subspecialty codes, and generic and specific non-subspecialty codes. 
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Tukey’s analysis of homogeneous subsets shows that the mean number of 

secondary diagnoses in the years 1996 till 2001 (>0.96) was significantly higher 

than the mean number of secondary diagnoses during the period 1991 till 1995 and 

2002 (about 0.7), and the peak year 1997 (1.41) differed significantly from all other 

years (overall p < .05). The increase and decrease of the mean number of recorded 

secondary diagnoses is largely caused by the increase and decrease of non-

subspecialty diagnoses and to a lesser extent by the increase and decrease of 

subspecialty diagnoses (Figure 4). 

We observed that the mean number of secondary diagnoses almost doubled. 

Analysis of the diagnoses within the same discharge summaries shows that this 

increase in the number of secondary diagnoses concerned new information and was 

not due to redundancies, or the use of subclasses or siblings. The situation was not 

substantially different from the situation before the introduction of the new 

registration. We saw an increase in the use of codes from Chapter 16: “Signs, 

Symptoms and Ill-defined Conditions”. Sometimes it was a serious condition 

belonging to a predictive diagnostic group (see below). Other times it was a sign, 

symptom or condition belonging to a diagnosis that was also coded.  

 

 

Figure 4: Mean number of recorded secondary diagnoses per admission per year for long 

stay, also subdivided into subspecialty and non-subspecialty codes. 
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The mean number of recorded predictive comorbidities 
(20)

 increased even more 

than the mean number of all secondary diagnoses, but also finally ended at the 

level before implementation (Figure 5). These comorbidities were severe diseases 

or conditions, such as brain cancer, shock, heart failure and pneumonitis. The 

increase was not caused by “double” coding of predictive comorbidities within 

individual discharge summaries but by an increase of the percentage of admissions 

with a coded predictive comorbidity: from about 10% before 1995 to about 20% in 

1997/1998. The increase and decrease of the mean number of predictive 

comorbidities for the non-subspecialty diagnoses was somewhat more pronounced 

than the increase and decrease of the mean number of predictive comorbidities for 

the subspecialty diagnoses. 

 

 

Figure 5: Mean number of predictive comorbidities per admission per year for long stay, 

subdivided into subspecialty and non-subspecialty codes. 
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based diseases. This booklet contained more specific diseases based on the express 

wish of pediatricians.  

Immediately after introduction of the new policy, half of the principal diagnoses 

for which both generic and specific codes existed, was coded specific. In later 

years this ratio remained stable at 0.35. The mean number of secondary diagnoses 

also increased substantially but more gradually, and returned after several years to 

the level before introduction. This was largely caused by the increase and decrease 

of the recorded non-subspecialty codes. Also an increase and decrease in a small 

but important subset of secondary diagnoses (the predictive comorbidities) was 

observed. The increase in number of secondary diagnoses really provided new 

information and was not due to the entry of redundant codes. 

Methodological issues 

We did not carry out an experiment, but evaluated retrospectively routine practice. 

This means that we had no control over factors other than the new procedure that 

could influence the diagnostic registration. Some influences could be ruled out by 

excluding possibly affected cases, like admissions under the responsibility of 

pediatric oncologists for which simultaneously additional registration rules were 

introduced. There were also factors that could not be ruled out. In 1992, day care 

was introduced and in 1995 outpatient treatments, affecting all participating 

subspecialties. Though difficult to quantify, this could have increased the mean 

complexity of the remaining long stay admissions with a concomitant increase in 

the mean number of secondary diagnoses. However, in 1992 there is no increase in 

mean number of secondary diagnoses, and its decline in 2001 and 2002 does not fit 

with the still increasing number of day care admissions. Further, the decreased 

proportion over the years of admissions under the responsibility of general 

pediatrics and admissions with a principal diagnosis belonging to ICD-9-CM 

Chapter 8 “Diseases of Respiratory System”, could have had an impact on the level 

of detail and number of recorded secondary diagnoses (see Table 2). However, the 

pattern and magnitude over the years of both level of detail and number of recorded 

diagnoses per admission for these two subsets of admissions were similar to that of 

all admissions. Further, the decreasing length of stay fits in the general tendency of 

more efficient care and earlier discharge, case mix being equal. 

The present study is quite unique in the sense that we did a time series study over 

twelve consecutive years with an intervention after four years. So we were able to 
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study the durability of the effects on the long term. Further, because of the local 

extensions we were able to analyze the effect of the intervention on the level of 

detail of the recorded diagnoses. Moreover, by coupling ICD-9-CM chapters with 

pediatric subspecialties we were able to study the relation between subspecialty 

related diagnoses and both the detail and number of codes. 

Separate effect of discharge letter and booklet  

It appears difficult to separate the effect of discharge letter-linked registration and 

booklet on the recording of pediatric diseases. For daycare admissions, where the 

discharge letter-linked registration is not in use, the use of specific codes gradually 

increases although it never reached the level of long stay. This gradual increase 

may be the result of contamination. The pediatricians complete discharge forms 

with specific diagnosis descriptions they remember from the discharge letter-linked 

procedure and the medical record coder selects specific codes she knows from the 

booklet. It seems that the discharge letter-linked registration catalyzes the selection 

of specific codes. It forces the physicians to encode, and thus to use the booklet. 

Moreover, the medical record coder is better informed through the availability of 

the detailed, well structured discharge letter with registration section. Because of 

this, even if the physician cannot find a relevant code, she will be able to add a 

code. This could also explain the use of specific codes not listed in the booklet, 

although they already existed but were not used before.  

The introduction of the booklet has an effect. Additional analyses, not presented 

here, showed a clear shift in the recording in favor of codes listed in the booklet, 

even if we correct for the new specific codes that did not exist before introduction 

of the booklet. 

Explanation   

Diagnoses that fall under a pediatrician’s subspecialty are most of the times the 

result of the diagnostic process instigated by the responsible pediatrician, so of 

their own diagnoses they know the details. Pediatricians wanted to code diagnoses 

on the level of detail needed for their work in daily practice. Each subspecialty 

could define new specific codes for their own field to be listed in the pediatric 

booklet. Thus, the new specific codes fill in a need, an important socio-technical 

factor for success 
(21)

. The discharge letter-linked registration and booklet facilitate 

specific code finding and documentation. In the booklet the specific codes and their 
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generic code are clustered. The encoding of exactly one principal diagnosis is 

obligatory. Although a generic code may require less thinking than differentiating 

between various more specific codes, once the pediatricians are familiar with the 

codes, it takes hardly extra time to encode a specific code instead of a generic code. 

As the number of relevant specific codes for their own subspecialty is limited, 

pediatricians know them. Furthermore, the knowledge of the medical record coder 

about the availability of specific codes is lasting, important in cases where she has 

to complement the encoding of the physician. Principal diagnoses most of the time 

fall under the subspecialty of the responsible pediatricians. Their motivation and 

the above mentioned conditions lead to a stable and durable percentage of specific 

principal diagnoses. 

Secondary diagnoses most of the time do not fall under one’s own subspecialty. 

Registration of these diagnoses is less important for the responsible pediatrician, 

especially if diagnoses are not used for quality of care purposes. Besides, the 

number of codes outside their subspecialty is immense. Furthermore, it costs more 

effort to encode additional diagnoses and documenting secondary diagnoses is 

optional. Therefore, it took a year of motivation and feedback before the number of 

recorded secondary diagnoses increased. The gradual increase indicates a learning 

curve. In situations where pediatricians are not used to encode secondary diagnoses 

carefully, or where the attention for the registration policy diminishes, especially 

the number of secondary diagnoses outside the pediatrician’s subspecialty will 

seriously be affected. 

In later years attention, training and reinforcement diminished due to the fact that: 

- the pediatrician who did the pioneering work left the organization so that the 

clinical leadership in this respect disappeared;  

- junior physicians and staff members were replaced by new ones that were not 

given solid instruction; 

- feedback on physicians’ encoding was lacking: it became too laborious and time-

consuming, and led to unwanted delay in sending discharge letters; 

- the data were not used for medical practice assessment, as originally intended.  

We reported earlier about the accuracy with which the pediatricians filled in the 

diagnostic section of the discharge letter 
(16)

. Two years after introduction, most of 

the time pediatricians reported the diagnostic information in free text on the 

diagnostic section, but often failed to encode this information. After the 

millennium, according to the medical record coder, even the textual information 
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about secondary diagnoses was lacking increasingly in the intended section and 

only available in the text of the letter. Lack of positive incentives and the limited 

time available for encoding each case, prevented her to correct this fully.  

Additional remarks 

Not every extra diagnosis probably has an added informational value. However, in 

consideration of the earlier observed incompleteness of secondary diagnoses in the 

year before and after implementation, we believe that the extra secondary 

diagnoses overall have increased the value of the registry for medical practice 

assessment. However, more coding could also have led to proportionally more 

false positives and therefore could have influenced correctness negatively.  

Pediatricians hardly qualified secondary diagnoses as complications, a well-known 

phenomenon 
(15)

. This could mean that some predictive comorbidities were in fact 

complications. There are algorithms to automatically qualify a secondary diagnosis 

as a complication, based on the probability of the relationship with the principal 

diagnosis 
(22)

. Should such algorithms be applied to our data the mean number of 

complications would probably be higher and possibly fluctuate with the total 

number of recorded secondary diagnoses.  

In the literature the role of physicians and medical record coders in diagnostic 

coding has been discussed. Surján 
(23)

 has constructed a framework of the coding 

process. The first steps in the framework require knowledge about medicine and 

the patient, ask for careful patient documentation, and is therefore typically the 

domain of the physician 
(24)

. The last steps require knowledge about the structure 

and rules of the ICD and is therefore the domain of the medical record coder. 

According to Surján, physicians mainly work with diagnoses and not with diseases 
(23)

. Whereas a diagnosis is a specific medical problem of a patient, a disease is “a 

name of an abstract entity, based on some common features observed in different 

patients grouped together for some reason”. The induction from diagnoses to 

disease coding requires medical knowledge and knowledge on categorical 

structures but is often neglected. Ideally physician and medical record coder should 

work together here. Santos et al 
(25)

 reported that coding quality could be improved 

by coders engaging in a variety of role behaviors and increased coder interactions 

with medical staff. Other means to improve the coding process are education 
(26)

 

and feedback 
(27)

. 
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5.5 CO%CLUSIO%S 

There is a need for detailed encoding of diagnoses. Extension of the classification 

of diseases according to the wishes of pediatricians and easy access to this 

classification truly lead to a more detailed encoding of the principal diagnosis, 

especially of  diagnoses that belong to the pediatricians’ own subspecialties. In 

combination with the discharge letter-linked coding procedure, this leads to a long-

lasting use of detailed codes. A substantial effect on the number of secondary 

diagnoses per admission could only be shown after a longer period of feedback and 

attention, but this effect gradually diminishes on the long term when feedback and 

attention are lacking. The increase of secondary diagnoses did lead to added 

informational value.  

Especially the number of secondary diagnoses that do not fall under one’s own 

subspecialty will fall back in the long term. Availability of a detailed and well-

structured discharge letter leads to a better informed medical record coder. 

However, in the long term the medical record coder is not able to compensate for 

the diminishing contribution of physicians to the encoding process. The number of 

recorded secondary diagnoses falls back again to the initial level, and with that the 

added value for medical practice assessment disappears. The level of detail of 

principal diagnoses remains stable because of the advantage for pediatricians of 

having specific diagnostic codes falling under their own subspecialty. 

A combined effort of pediatricians and medical record coder leads to more coded 

diagnostic information than the effort of a medical record coder alone. 
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